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TWITTER TUTORIAL 	
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If it’s good enough for Warren….  



INTRODUCTION TO TWITTER 

1.  Why Should I Care about Twitter?  (Or: Why Tweet?) 
2.  How should I get started? 
3.  Deconstructing the language of Twitter  
4.  Tweeting responsibly 
5.  Is it rude to Tweet during the Institute? 
6.  Diving in! 



WHY SHOULD I CARE ABOUT TWITTER?  

Twitter is a great tool for… 
 
•  Learning—about your field, your interests, the world 

at large 
•  Building community—it’s called social media for a 

reason 
•  Spreading the word about ideas, causes, events 



   FOLLOW OTHERS BEFORE LEADING…  

 
•  Follow people who share 

interesting, useful content.   

•  Search for organizations or 
people you already find 
interesting or 
knowledgeable 



. . . Search relevant hashtags 

 
 
 



Go broad…. 



…or go narrow… 



Learn from others… 



But is it English? 



ENOUGH LEARNING: I’M READY TO TWEET!  
What do I need to know? 
 §  Hashtag 

§  used to categorize Tweets and help them show up more 
easily in searches 

§  @ 
§  Used before a Twitter username in a tweet 

§  RT 
§  Placed before a retweeted text to give credit 

§  MT  
§  Placed before the retweeted text when Tweet has been 

modified 
§  HT or h/t  

§  "hat tip." A way of acknowledging the person who 
originally shared the content being tweeted 

 



What else? 



SHOULD I TWEET DURING THE INSTITUTE?
  

Please do!  You can…. 
 
•  Tweet ideas that resonate with you 
•  Share articles, websites, other Tweets that relate to transitional 

issues  
•  Promote CCCLLI, Linked Learning, your institution if you feel 

inspired 
•  Create camaraderie with your community of practice 



WHAT HASHTAGS SHOULD I USE?  

•  #ccclli 
(is for the Initiative) 

 
•  #Linkedlearning  
(is for Linked Learning in general) 



How warren is faring… 
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Happy Tweeting! 
 
#ccclli 

#linkedlearning  

With thanks to Sarah Fidelibus, Program Manager at the UCCI  
for her help with this presentation 

Sherry Suisman 
Senior Program Associate 
Career Ladders Project 


